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Executive Summary
North Carolina has the nation’s largest state-owned highway system (80,200 miles), 72
airports, 120+ transit systems, extensive intercity rail freight and passenger service, and several
ocean ports. These resources are a key element in the state’s economic vitality and are central
to its economic progress. Recent legislative and gubernatorial changes provide an opportunity
for charting new directions for transportation policy, planning and investment.
This report summarizes an effort by the John Locke Foundation to make
recommendations for improving North Carolina’s transportation system. The report reviews
numerous prior studies, visions, plans, legislation, and the practices of other states to identify
suggestions for transportation improvement. Additional suggestions come from stakeholder
groups and to individuals familiar with North Carolina’s transportation issues. In total, 157
separate suggestions are reviewed. These are analyzed by goal, time frame, mode, cost or
savings potential, feasibility and regional equity.
Of the suggestions reviewed, 20 are recommended for immediate action, but no new
revenues are called for. The recommendations are:
Table Ex 1: Recommendations
ID
Number1

Brief Description

Primary Goal

Annual Saving (-)
or Cost (+), $M

P-11
F-17
P-05
MOS-05
F-03
MOS-10

Constrain the STIP to needed and affordable projects
Develop a funding solution for I-95
Build projects incrementally
Implement a fix-it-early policy for maintenance
Expand Mobility Fund/fund major projects separately
Improve rural safety

Budget constraints
Prioritizing projects
Prioritizing projects
Maintenance
Budget constraints
Safety
Subtotal

-200
150
-100
-100
100
100
-50

F-02
Com-06
MOS-06
MOS-03

Select projects within region or district, not county
Evaluate projects in the Logistics Report
Add ‘maintenance needs’ to some funding formulas
Increase performance-based contracting out of maintenance

Prioritizing projects
Economic growth
Maintenance
Maintenance
Subtotal

-50
50
50
-20

Org efficiency
Economic growth

-25
10

Economic growth

5

HBC-01
Com-05
P-02
P-01
ENV-07
ADM-02
P-08
MOS-07
P-15
ADM-13

1

Increase design-build flexibility
Implement criteria for transportation investment in
economic development
Increase the focus on economic benefits in project
selection
Update the Long Range Transportation Plan
Improve communications with stakeholders
Focus performance measures on service delivery
Re-assess North Carolina’s vision for transportation
Set maintenance performance goals
Consider North Carolina’s changing demographics
Develop objective project delivery data

Long range plan
Org efficiency
Org efficiency
Long range plan
Maintenance
Long range plan
Org efficiency
Subtotal
Total

Detailed descriptions are in the Appendix, organized alphabetically by function.

2

30

3
2
2
1
0.5
0.2
0.2
-1.1
-21.1

In the first category are six recommendations that concern major changes to the
transportation program by increasing maintenance and concentrating expansions on statewide
significance. A key step is to constrain the STIP2 by merit-based project selection, then shifting
some of the savings to maintenance, major projects and rural safety. If fully implemented these
recommendations would save about $ 50 million annually, reducing expenditures in some
areas and increasing them in others.
In the second category are four recommendations intended to increase economic
productivity and strengthen maintenance management and project selection, through head-tohead project evaluation, adding maintenance needs to funding formulas, and contracting out
light maintenance. If implemented fully these would increases costs by about $ 30 million
annually but result in better system condition and improved economic productivity.
In the third category are 10 lower-cost recommendations intended to strengthen long
range planning by refreshing the state’s vision for transportation, preparing an updated Long
Range Plan and improving communications. Organizational efficiency is also addressed
through increased design-build flexibility and strengthened measures of performance and
project delivery. If implemented fully these recommendations would save about 1.1 million
annually.
In total the 20 recommendations would save about $ 21 million annually and would
substantially realign and refocus the transportation program on needed and affordable
activities.
In addition to these recommendations, an additional 15 suggestions are also highlighted
for consideration. The report also provides expanded discussion of several current topics,
including public-private partnerships, tolling, pricing and managed lanes, Interstate widening
and contracting maintenance. Detailed tables and descriptions for all suggestions are provided.
All suggestions are fully documented.
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The ‘State Transportation Improvement Program’ (STIP) is a federally-listing of all projects planned for the next
4-5 years.
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“To prejudge other men’s notions
before we have looked into them
is not to show their darkness
but to put out our own eyes.”
JOHN LOCKE (1632–1704)
Author, Two Treatises of Government
and Fundamental Constitutions of
Carolina
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